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Abstract

While the concept of charisma is widely used in the social sciences, its embodied na-
ture is less thoroughly explored and theorised. Theis paper revisits the key embodied
characteristics  of  Weber's  sociology  of  charisma  and  re-interprets  these  using
Shilling's (2005, 2013) umbrella notions of the body as a source and location of and
means for society as a way of analysing the idea of the charismatic body as a force for
social  change.  It  then draws on  a  range  of  embodied  concepts  to  illuminate  how
charisma is significcant channel of infra and inter-corporeal aff ective interaction be-
tween "leaders" and their followers. In particular, Freund's (2009) social synaesthesia
and bio-agency, Massumi's (2002) perspective of aff ect and the moving body, Therifte's
(2010) charismatic celebrity, allure and glamour, Mellor and Shilling's (1997) sensual
solidarities, and Seyfert's (2012) conception of aff ectif. To develop and illustrate this
perspective of the charismatically aff ective body in action, the life of ficlm star and
martial artist Bruce Lee (19>0–1973) is utilised. 
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Аннотация

Хотя концепция харизмы широко используется в социальных науках, ее реали-
зация не так тщательно исследуется и теоретизируется. В данной работе автор
пересматривает ключевые особенности понимания харизмы в социологии Ве-
бера и по-новому интерпретирует их, используя идеи Шиллинга (2005, 2013),
трактующего тело как источник, местоположение и социальный инструмент,
чтобы проанализировать идею харизматического тела как движущей силы со-
циальных  изменений.  Затем  автор  рассматривает  ряд  концептов,  чтобы
обозначить,  что  харизматичность  является  важным  каналом  инфра-  и  ин-
теркорпореального аффективного взаимодействия между "лидерами" и их по-
следователями. В частности, используются социальная синестезия и биоагент-
ство (bio-agency) Фройнда (2009), а также подходы Массуми (2002) на аффекты и
подвижные тела и Фрифта (2010) к трактовке харизматической знаменитости,
обаянию и гламуру, чувственная солидарность Меллора и Шиллинга (1997), а
также концепция аффектива Сейферта (2012). Для разработки и иллюстрации
этой концепции харизматичного аффективного тела в движении используется
жизнь кинозвезды и мастера боевых искусств Брюса Ли (19>0-1973).
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INTRODUCTION: EMBODYING CHARISMA

Max Weber evolved the term Charisma from Rudolf Sohm's studies
of Christianity (Adair-Toteff , 201>; Joose, 201>) into a sociological concept,
in a reformulation sharing similarities with Marx's sociological and sec-
ular re-working of Feuerbach's (185>) conception of alienation. Observing
societies modernise around the transition from the 19th - 20th Centuries,
Weber ([1920] 1965) perceived charismatic forces operating in non-reli-
gious areas of social life, most notably in the ficelds of military and polit-
ical leadership, as well as its continuing infliuence in religious institutions.
Weber's achievement was to give charisma a significcant and enduring so-
ciological interpretation (Adair-Toteff , 2005).  His deficnition, that charis-
matic  ideal-type  leaders  are,  the  "holders  of  specificc  giftes  of  body and
spirit" and that "these giftes have been believed to be supernatural, not ac-
cessible to everybody" (Weber & Eisenstadt, 1968, p. 19 emphasis added)
remains a powerful contribution to our understanding of authority and
social change (Turner, 2003). Weber consistently made four specificc inter-
pretive observations that were used to underpin his theory of charismatic
action and authority, namely that charisma must be performed constantly,
recognised by others, is not readily transferred and dies with the body of its
bearer. To elucidate:

Thee charismatic leader gains and maintains authority solely by proving his
[sic] strength. If he wants to be a prophet, he must perform miracles; if he
wants to be a warlord, he must perform heroic deeds. (Weber & Eisenstadt,
1968, p. 22)

He [sic] must always be ready to demonstrate his giftes by awe-inspiring
acts or risk forfeiting the faith of his disciples. Like the modern sporting
hero,  his  performance is  kept  under  perpetual  review by his adulators.
(Parkin, 1982, p. 8>).

Theese ideas are also succinctly summarised by Adair-Toteff  (2005, p.
198) who conficrms, "Weber knew that the leader kept his charismatic ap-
peal only as long as he [sic] was or at least seemed to be successful" and
second that, "Weber insists that the charismatic leader is dependent upon
his/her followers for recognition" (Adair-Toteff , 2005, p. 195).

While Weber implicates the body in his descriptions of charismatic
qualities and actions of leaders, the body is unsurprisingly, given the time
of writing, under-developed in his interpretive sociology. More surprising
perhaps,  is  that  while  a  broad range of  classic  sociological  theory,  in-
cluding that from Simmel, Marx, Durkheim and Dewey has been recast in
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light of the "re-emergence of the body" in sociological thinking over the
past decades (Shilling, 2013), the concept of charisma has been largely ex-
cluded from such  re-conceptualising treatments.  Notable  exceptions  to
this are Basu and Werbner's (1999) social anthropological study of Sufic
Cults as embodied charismatic phenomenon, Freund’s (2009) exploration
of social synaesthesia as a form of bio-agency embodied in the relation-
ship  between  charismatic  individuals  and  their  followers  and  Therifte's
(2010) discussion on glamour and aff ect which touches on ideas of charis-
matic celebrity: these will be returned to later.

Turner (2003, p. 2>), citing MacIntyre, reminds that conceptual re-ex-
aminations are sometimes frustrated because classical concepts ofteen "live
on to perplex us," due to "social changes in which the conditions of appli-
cation for the original concepts have changed." Undoubtedly, widespread
social  changes  in  Western  societies  including  secularisation  (Berger,
1967);  refliexive  modernisation  (Beck,  Giddens  &  Lash  199>),  neoliber-
alism, consumer capitalism and meritocratic individualism (Harvey, 1992)
have undoubtedly made atteempts to transpose this concept to modern be-
haviours and contexts more difficcult.  Nevertheless,  many scholars have
successfully applied the concept in a variety of ficelds including; leadership
(Shamir,  1995;  Beyer,  1999;  Beyer & Browning,  1999;  Erez et  al,  2008);
management  (Gardner  &  Avolio,  1998);  religion  (Lewis,  1996;  Junker,
201>); new religious movements (Locke, 200>; Joosse, 2012; 201>; 2017);
politics (Aberbach, 1996; Tiryakian, 1995; Smith, 2000);  martial cultures
(Turner, 2003; Brown, Jennings & Leledaki, 2008; Brown & Leledaki, 2010;
Brown, 2011; Brown & Jennings, 2011); glamour (Therifte, 2010) and sport
(Mullan, 1995; Early, 1996).

Within this literature, discussions of the shifte from religious to sec-
ular focus of charisma have received considerable atteention, as has the
status  of  charisma as  a  Devine,  individual,  collective  or  contextualised
phenomenon. Theis began with Shils (1965, p. 200) who comments that the
"unity of the religious and the secular conceptions of charisma" lies in the
"atteribution of sacredness" -or sacralisation- "to the powers, transcendent
or earthly, which men [sic] perceive as ruling their lives" (Shils, 1965, p.
20>).  More recently,  Turner (2003,  p.  2>)  argues that secularisation has
meant that "charisma has become mundane, or "everyday", and has lost its
special force not because it has become rare but because it has become
commonplace."  In contrast to Turner,  Sennette (1977),  in identifying the
role of charisma in the context of public life, contends that rather than
losing its sacred force, charisma has evolved into a powerful social force.
While Sennette agrees with the secularisation of charisma thesis, he argues
it has become a relatively "uncivilised," and "narcotic" phenomenon, prop-
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agated by the cult of the personality. Concluding, Sennette (1977, p. 269)
suggests that "in a secular society, when 'charisma' is applied to a forceful
leader, the origin of his power is more mystifying than in a sacred so-
ciety".  Devine Providence, Sennette (1977, p. 287) posits has been replaced
by something far more perplexing because: 

To speak of secular charisma as a trivialising force in modern society, in
sum, is not to say that the hunger for a charismatic leader is itself a minor
or negligible desire. In a perverse way, it is the search for a believable hero,
given modern terms of personality.

Sennette's view anticipates Wallis' (1982, p. 26) idea that "charisma is
essentially a relationship born out of interaction between a leader and his
[sic] followers," and furthermore, that "charisma is not an inherent prop-
erty  of  an  individual,  but  of  a  social  relationship,  situationally
generated�constructed in the process of social interaction" (Wallis, 1982,
p.  38).  Following Sennette and Wallis,  eff orts  to  re-examine the  role  of
charisma in late modern societies have typically focused on the rise and
complexificcation of the bureaucratic institution and how charisma, as a
dynamic quality of situated agency and leadership, has evolved to co-exist
with modern capitalist,  institutionalised bureaucracies (see for example,
Howell, 1988; Mullan, 1995; Beyer, 1999; Beyer & Browning, 1999). Pro-
found developments  in  public  and private  life,  especially  the  powerful
synoptical  eff ect of mediatising technologies (Sennette,  1977;  Mathiesen,
1997; Bauman, 2000) mean that many everyday "banal" practices and be-
liefs of the few are watched by the many and can quickly become elevated
and "sacralised" from the previously profane to the level of the "sacred". 

However, in all of these accounts the embodied dimension of charis-
matic action, as a channel for the inter-corporeal process of sacralisation
has tended to remain what Shilling (2013) refers to as an absent presence
in that the body is implied rather than focused upon as a subject/locus in
its own right. 

Theis interpretation is somewhat redressed by Varga's (2005, p. 231)
observation that "in hypermodernity the sacred has shifteed from the indi-
vidual to the body." From this viewpoint, charisma might be interpreted as
being a refliexive, fliuid and embodied "suture" between the traditionally sa-
cred and secular, with the body being atteributed sacredness (Shils, 1965)
through what Mellor and Shilling (1997, p. 17>) refer to as sensual solidari-
ties emerging "from the immanence of the flieshy body with situations of
co-presence and interdependence." Although, as I shall also argue later,
presence is not always necessary for the infra-corporeal charismatic aff ect
to occur.
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Mellor and Shilling's (1997) ideas are part of a growing convergence
around the importance of materiality of the body in social theory. Freund
(2009,  p.  28)  agrees  with  Csordas  (1997)  that  the  "locus  of  charisma"
means that "for charisma to be seen, it  must be in the eyes of the be-
holder." Within this, as Freund (2009, p. 30) considers, it important to "em-
phasize material bodies."

In bringing the material body into the concept of charisma as a focal
subject,  the  emotions  and  aff ect  also  come  to  the  foreground.  Seyfert
(2012, p. 27) suggests that this has always implicitly been the case, com-
menting, "social theories ofteen turn on a key conception of aff ect, such as
Émile  Durkheim's  collective  sentiment  and  ritual  eff ervescence,  Max
Weber's charisma and Georg Simmel's ficdelity and gratitude, to name a
few." However,  Seyfert  (2012,  p.  29)  highlights a key contention within
these approaches, that they:

�are  still  bedevilled  by the  following conceptual  problem:  how can an
aff ect be simultaneously deficned as an eff ect that only emerges from the
encounter between bodies, and also as a force external to these bodies? In
other words, where does aff ect begin?

Theis concern with emergence as well as a focus on the co-presence,
interdependence and materiality of bodies is consistent with Massumi's
(2002) Parables of the Virtual thesis in which he develops Spinoza's neutral
monist ideas in outlining an embodied theory of affeect and social change.
Massumi emphasises that it is not just the material body, but more pre-
cisely the moving body that is central to how bodies impact upon one an-
other. He develops this thesis around the important idea of "Body-(move-
ment/sensation) - change" (2002, p. 1) with change being qualitative, infra-
corporeal and emergent through the body's movement (not all of which
are directly visible as for example thought expressed as thinking-feeling is
included here). Massumi's pre-social (but significcantly not asocial) stance
on the body's capacity to aff ect and be aff ected is possible because he situ-
ates aff ect in a "zone of indeterminacy" which he also describes as the
"ficeld of emergence." In other words, while aff ect occurs in bodies it nei-
ther belongs wholly to the individual nor to exterior ficelds or individuals.
In application, we might consider that the particular movements of charis-
matic  bodies,  captivates  and aff ects  bodies  into  feeling and moving in
ways diff erent than that which they otherwise might - stimulating quali-
tative inter and infra corporeal social change. 

Seyfert's (2012, p. 27) approach is largely consistent with Massumi's
starting point when he develops the notion of aff ect in a sociological di-
rection and transposes Foucault's notion of dispositif in suggesting affeectif.
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Like Massumi, Seyfert also draws on "a Spinozist understanding of the
body to conceptualize the receptivity and mutual constitution of bodies"
and significcantly: 

how aff ects do not 'belong'  to anybody; they are not solely atteributable
either to the human or to any kind of body alone, but emerge in situations
of the encounter and interaction (between bodies) (Seyfert, 2012, p. 27).

An aff ectif,  he suggests,  "consists of all  relevant social bodies and
their diff erentiated interactions (haptic, olfactory, aesthetic, psychic, semi-
otic,  neurological,  electrical,  intensive,  etc.)"  (Seyfert,  2012,  p.  >2).  Em-
bodying charisma then involves identifying and situating a charismatic's
embodied  actions  within  an  aff ectif.  Finally,  this  paper  also  draws  on
Therifte's (2002) ideas around charismatic celebrity in which he integrates
notions of celebrity, glamour, allure, style with aff ect, these will be ad-
dressed later.

In this paper, the analysis is organised by Shilling's (2005) proposi-
tion that contemporary sociology might usefully take a multi-dimensional
view of the (charismatic) body as source of, location for and means of so-
ciety. Shilling argues that the tripartite foci of source, location and means
are not only multidimensional but also constitutional in that each repre-
sents analytically irreducible elements for understanding the evolving re-
lationships between body and society as informed by a range of social
theory. Shilling (2005, p. 20) cautions that these elements "should not be
considered mutually exclusive options or totally separate functions of the
body, but constitute instead co-existing moments in, or dimensions of, an
ongoing process that manifests itself over time." Importantly, he also clari-
fices that "the balance between these ongoing aspects of its existence as
source, location and means undoubtedly shiftes over time depending on a
number of variables".  As such,  these insights  provide a  framework for
bringing together a more focused reformulation of the role of the charis-
matic  body  in  any  given  context,  event and,  following  Wallis  (1982),
process of interaction.

In what follows, details of each of Weber's observations of charis-
matic  action,  outlined  in  the  introduction  are  set  alongside  Shilling's
(2005) notions of the (charismatic) body as source, location and means for
eff ecting  and  aff ecting  society.  In  order  to  illustrate  these  ideas,  the
charismatic actions of Bruce Lee (19>0–1973) are considered. Lee has been
selected because his embodied charisma is subject to a litany of public
documentation,  which  following  Smith  (2000), suggests  Lee's  infliuence
represented a form of secular  salvation aligning with Weber's idea that
charismatic leadership is encapsulated in a transformative salvational dis-
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course, nicely summarised by Parkin (1982, p. 77) as "obey me because I
can transform your life." Theis is clearly evidenced by a 2009 TV documen-
tary ficlm directed by Steve Webb (2009) entitled  How Bruce Lee changed
the world. Thee ficlm, with testimony from a diverse range of his followers
and admirers, documents how Lee's charismatic action aff ected them per-
sonally and also led to global cultural change involving the opening, pro-
liferation and transcultural development of the martial arts, the evolution
of Mixed Martial  Arts  (MMA),  contemporary popular philosophy com-
bining secular spiritual forms of self-help, body conditioning in the fictness
industry, the realist action movie genre, and the challenging of ethnic re-
lations in ways which empowered ethnic minority groups.  As Theomas
(1996, p. x) recounts, Lee "possessed a natural charisma that made him
stand out from a crowd of even hundreds." Theomas also noted that "Bruce
Lee inspired people" (xvii) a point which resonates with Parkin's (1982) in-
terpretation  of  Weber's  ideal  typical  mode  of  follower  compliance ex-
pressed as inspirational, a view complimented by Junker's (201>) idea of
charisma both  generating  and  being  sustained  by  follower agency.  As
such, Lee's actions typify how  embodied charisma "is a driving creative
force which surges through the established rules whether traditional or
legal, which govern an existing order." (Giddens, 1971, p. 161). 

In conclusion, the paper briefliy refliects on these ideas beyond the ex-
ample of Bruce Lee to consider how the idea of embodied charismatic
aff ect is a significcant channel of sacralised inter/infra-corporeal interac-
tion  between  leaders  of  sociocultural  movements  and  their  followers,
thereby aiding our identificcation of an embodied charismatic  affeect(if) in
the dynamics of embodied action, social power and change.

LEE'S BODY AS A SOURCE FOR CHARISMATICALLY 
AFFECTIVE PERFORMANCES AND RECOGNITION

Thee combination of Bruce Lee's body size,  condition and ethnicity
served as a significcant  source for his embodied charismatic aff ect. As a
child, adolescent and adult, Lee was relatively small in physical stature (as
an adult he was ficve feet seven and a half and around 135 pounds). In a
statement that echoes, Smith's (2000) commentary on the unremarkable
early lives  and status  of  political  leaders  Churchill,  Hitler  and Luther-
King,  biographer Littele  (1998,  p.  12)  afficrms that  "growing up in Hong
Kong, Bruce was not an especially gifteed youngster. In fact, his mother re-
counted to me that Bruce was a skinny littele kid." Nevertheless, it is well
documented  by  Littele  (1998)  and  other  biographers  (See  for  example,
Theomas, 1996; Polly, 2018) that Lee had a lot of street ficghts throughout
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his  childhood and youth as  a  result  of  being involved in  youth street
gangs in Hong Kong. Subsequently,  Lee developed what has elsewhere
been referred to as an efficciency-efficcacy disposition towards combat in
martial arts (Brown & Jennings, 2013) which was to re-emerge as a key
orientation in his martial arts performances later in his career. 

Theis situation must be set in context with the prevailing culture of
Asian martial arts at the time; Martial skill was considered sovereign over
pure strength and power and the ability to demonstrate efficcacy against
larger, stronger, faster and even younger opponents was an essential so-
cial performance to be displayed (and managed via a range of credible
physical performances). Demonstrable skill lent credence to the idea that
the  art in  question  was  technically,  a  superior  self-defence/ficghting
system. Traditionally,  a master's  martial skill  tended to be exhibited in
closed  situations  and  relatively  rarely  put  to  the  test  in  live  combat
against dangerous opponents, as failure would undermine the perceived
efficcacy of the system. Subsequently, martial arts systems, or styles, were
shrouded in secrecy and ficercely protected and promoted through tradi-
tion and unyielding ficdelity of the student to the system and master. In
contrast, Lee's body came to be viewed as a charismatic source in that he
was stimulated by and (later) able to demonstrate the need for efficciency
and efficcacy in the face of real, uncooperative and ofteen larger opponents
in real world combat situations. 

A particular incident illustrates this idea of Lee's body as source of
charismatic  performance:  a  story  that  serves  a  mythopoeic  function
amongst his followers to this day. In 1965, the experience of a successful
but  physically  draining  challenge  match  with  Wong  Jack  Man,  an  al-
legedly lesser skilled opponent1 led him to realise the significcance of his
(lack  of)  physical  conditioning.  He  subsequently  and  emphatically
brought physical conditioning into the mainstream of his own training
and subsequently martial arts training by using his own body as an exem-
plar location for the radical changes to the martial body that could be in-
augurated  by  extreme,  functional,  physical  conditioning  regimen.  Theis
will be returned to later.

Thee second element  where  Lee's  body  served  as  a  source  for  his
emerging charismatic performances was his experience of having a mixed
"race" ethnicity: Lee's father was Chinese, and his mother Grace Ho was
partly from "Eurasian" descent2. Thee ethno-racial hierarchies prevailing in
Hong Kong and the United States during the 1950s, and 1960s, meant that

1 Rossen (2015) presents a balanced researched account of this much discussed incident. Polly's (2018)
account is detailed and includes a number of testimonials.

2 According to Polly (2018) one half English, one quarter Dutch-Jewish and one quarter Han Chinese.
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despite  being  from a  relatively  affluuent  family,  Lee  consistently  found
himself in the position of Other and subjected to abusive verbal, physical
and symbolic discrimination on these grounds. Lee's experience of racism
in 1950s Hong Kong impacted upon his life in numerous ways, from being
involved in ficghts in street gangs both with and against "white" colonial
children (which ironically, he was also sometimes identificed as), to being
pressured to leave his Wing Chun Kung Fu training with Master Yip Man1

due to other Chinese students ficnding out about and objecting to his part
European ancestry (Theomas, 1996)2.  While, Lee continued to train with
Yip Man, this issue returned later with Yip Man's own reluctance to share
his art with "foreigners" meaning he eventually stopped teaching Bruce
Lee the art of Wing Chun altogether (due to Lee wanting to teach Kung
Fu to non-Chinese students while living in America). Later, Lee's experi-
ences in America were equally problematic as he realised upon his arrival
that he had joined an ethnic minority in a 1960s America; Chinese eth-
nicity  was  physically,  socially  and  culturally  stigmatised  as  sub-altern
Other (Gramsci, 1971). 

Theese experiences of racism and ethnicism bolstered Lee to demon-
strate (materially and symbolically), through his real world actions (in the
form of demonstrations, tutelage of westerners and real combative use of
martial  arts)  and his  cinematic  depictions  (through scripting,  directing
and acting in the four martial art ficlms he is most widely known for), that
the Chinese as the "sick man of Asia" (see Scotte, 2008) stereotype was a
racist, ethnicist myth and, further, that marginalised peoples everywhere
could and should challenge their subordination in whatever ways were
available to them. Additionally, and paradoxically Lee came to recognise
that his mixed Asian-European ethnic heritage, while being a source for
an Othered subaltern bio-social position, also provided him with a unique
bio-agentic opportunity, to demonstrate that the Asian martial arts (along
with non-Asian martial/combat arts) are a resource that should be freely
available  to  all  people  and  not,  as  was  the  case  in  1950s  and  1960s
America and Hong Kong, ethnically "owned" and segregated skill sets. In-
dicative of this stance, in a 1971 Pierre Berton Show interview, when asked
whether he considered himself as Chinese or American, Lee responded
thoughtfully, "I think of myself as a human being."

Shils (1965, p. 200-201) points out that the secular and sacred aspects
of charisma operate not as  a dichotomy but rather on a continuum in
which the unifying aspect is what he refers to as awe-arousing centrality,
1 Ip or Yip Man (1893-1972) was a Master of the Wing Chun Kung Fu style
2 Theere are confliicting accounts of the nationality of Lee's mother. While it is agreed she was 

Caucasian, according to Russo (2016) there is a discrepancy of factual information between her 
declaring her nationality as part German (in Hong Kong) and part English (in the USA).
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which  is  "some  very  central feature  of  man's  [sic]  existence  and  the
cosmos in which he lives. Thee centrality coupled with intensity, makes it
extraordinary." Lee's body can be said to be a  source of his charisma be-
cause of the awe-arousing way Lee's body's initial  limitations served to
stimulate his subsequent actions. By overcoming these limitations, Lee's
bodily  performances  and achievements  were  magnificed and intensificed
into something that took on charismatic qualities in the eyes of his fol-
lowers and admirers, inspiring them not just to follow him but also to act
diff erently in their own lives. 

Freund's (2009, p. 26) notion of bioagency is helpful here as it helps
"call atteention to melded quality of mindbody relationships," Lee's charis-
matic emergence corresponds with what Freund (2009, p. 30) calls:

A form of social synaesthesia where the word is made fliesh and charisma
is materialized. Again, these are 'extraordinary' experiences, but, following
Merleau-Ponty (1962), they point to the everyday tendency for us to color,
sharpen, change the tone and texture of experience, and refocus our psy-
cho-sensorium – the embodied subjectivity through which we exist in the
world.

Lee's unrelenting self-transformation aff ected others. Thee re-focusing
of his own psycho-sensorium, by changing his initially small and ethni-
cally  marginalised  body resembled  what  Therifte (2010,  p.  303)  refers  to
charismatic celebrity "of the kind found among major stars of stage and
screen, certain (and by no means all) politicians, some sports stars," and
"some top models," as a social construction of the magical persona. It is
also useful here to consider Therifte's discussion of glamour, as "a kind of
secular magic conjured up by the commercial sphere" (p. 297) which has
four of identificable features, each of which are relevant to Lee's case. First,
public intimacy (the illusion of availability); second, synthetic (rather than
direct) experience; third, "a special allure made up of physical atteraction,
lack of self-consciousness, and a perceived indiff erence" (p. 30>) and fi-
nally, an "unresolved intensity" which comes into being through the pos-
session of contradictory qualities (such as strength and vulnerability, in-
nocence and experience etc). Lee's bio-agentic body-as-source contained
just such intimacy with his followers,  physical atteraction (people could
identify with his marginal status and overcoming and he taught his mar-
tial arts to students), synthetic experience (most people "saw" Lee perform
from a distance and/or in mediated form – most never "felt" his perfor-
mances, yet they seem to still "feel" his intensity) lack of self -conscious-
ness about his ethnic status (in the sense he refused to be bound by a cate-
gory), unresolved intensity (he advocated living to the full and striving for
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perfection and achievement of self which was made all the more evident
from his body being the source of his "physically limited" and ethnically
marginalised  starting point)  and  he  also  demonstrated  indiff erence  to-
wards any aspect of tradition which stood in his way. Each element com-
bined to  form a powerful  allure.  Importantly,  the  charismatic celebrity
personality, Therifte (2010, p. 305) argues:

is neither person nor thing but something in between, an unobtainable re-
ality, an imaginary friend, and an accessory, a mental image that can be
conjured up in the imagination, explored, and made one's own, something
that is at issue in the world.

Thee notion of allure aligns with Massumi's idea of "zone of emer-
gence" and is clearly stimulated by Lee's body as a source of charismatic
aff ect.  Lee  shared  his  project  of  self  with  others,  stimulating  what
Blackman (2012) refers to as "aff ective interpellation." It reached out (it
still does) and stirred others who were in "diff erently similar," ofteen mar-
ginal, positions, into action, to strive, to act and to improve themselves
and their situation. Indeed, Lee himself iterated this in one of his many
poignant quotes that are used today in many self-improvement fora:

If you always put limits on everything you do, physical or anything else, it
will spread into your work and into your life. Theere are no limits. Theere are
only plateaus, and you must not stay there, you must go beyond them.

I am not teaching you anything. I just help you to explore yourself.

Theis overcoming and transformation of his own body's physical and
social limitations was, therefore,  the embodied  source underpinning his
charismatic personality and "allure" and enabling a kind of "aff ective con-
tagion" (Therifte, 2008).

THE BODY AS A LOCATION FOR CHARISMATIC 
PERFORMANCES AND RECOGNITION: AN EMERGING 
EMBODIED CHARISMATIC AFFECTIF

As has been argued above,  while the materiality of Lee's physical
body performing martial arts is  a significcant source of his charisma, it
only becomes affeective in symbiotic relation to what his body was and has
become in the social environment in which this occurred. Following Seyfert
(2012), Lee's embodied charismatic aff ect, in an interpersonal in situ sense,
becomes affeectif in a distributed and distanciated sense. Theere are four ele-
ments of Seyfert's  (2012,  p.  33-3>)  notion of  affeectif.  First  "aff ects  arise
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from an aff ectif  the  way power arises from a dispositif,"  in that  "Both
emerge from an assemblage of heterogeneous elements instead of being
'located at – or emanating from – a given point' (1980, p. 198) for example
from a subject  or a human body."  Secondly,  this  not  only involves ac-
counting for all the elements involved but also focusing on how the con-
nections between these elements constitute "aff ective interactions out of
which aff ects (and eff ects) emerge" (Ibid). Theird, "an aff ectif also stands for
a historical formation in so far as the aff ective interactions that describe
the relations of its elements are not always the same" (Ibid). Finally, he
side sidesteps any universalising tendency for aff ectif, positing that: 

Some bodies are more aff ectable than others�Obviously, the cultural and
historical variations of individual aff ectabilities and aff ective interactions
are correlative to each other, simply because each interaction requires par-
ticular  receptive  and  interactive  capabilities  of  a  body  and  vice  versa.
(Seyfert, 2012, p. 33-3>)

Seen from this perspective,  Lee's charismatic body and the aff ectif
that emerged from his movements made him what Therifte (2010) refers to
as a fractal person, in that "the person lies in between as a dividual rather
than an individual" (p. 303). Lee was becoming just such a fractal persona
-  primarily  through  the  extraordinary  "cultural  body  work"  (Shilling,
2005) to transform his body and make it a location for charismatic aff ect
which was a unique and awe arousing cultural nexus for elements of mar-
tial cultural practice (at the time). Lee's body (along with significcant other
pioneering martial artists including Jigoro Kano, Morihei Ueshiba and Ed
Parker) have been credited with being the location for a particularly inno-
vative blend, interpretation and performance of techniques together in a
coherent and distinctive form that traditionally was referred to as a style
or system (Brown, 2011). Theis is important, because as Therifte (2010, p. 297)
terms it style, or "style of allure":

is a modificcation of being that produces captivation, in part through our
own explorations of it�Style, in other words, can be counted as an agent
in its own right in that it deficnes what is at issue in the world that we can
engage with.

Provocatively, Lee rejected the terminology of style to refer to his
martial art, preferring the iconic term, the "style of no style" or "the form-
less form" (Lee, 1975, p. 23) a logic undoubtedly inspired by Lee's Taoist
philosophical orientation, Lee's life experience of being excluded from tra-
ditional martial arts communities, his personal view of the practical weak-
nesses of many traditional martial arts, and his seeming general dislike for
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categorisation. All of these aspects clearly aff ectively interpellated others
with similar experiences, who were receptive to practical alternatives to
traditional martial arts. 

Lee's "style of no style" was also alluring and contagious, precisely
because the idea tapped into the Zeitgeist of the 1960s America (more on
this later) and it was awe-arousing precisely because he developed and
demonstrated this "formless form" materially with and through his own
body.  By the  mid  1960s, Bruce  Lee's  body was  becoming a  celebrated
charismatic location (or as Massumi might put it, a zone of emergence) for
a new transcultural martial art (Jeet Kune Do). Additionally, Lee was de-
veloping and displaying one of the most skilled and aesthetically impres-
sive martial physiques hitherto ever seen, and highly impressive even by
today's standards. Lee's widow, Linda Lee Cadwell and fellow actor, mar-
tial artist and friend Chuck Norris (cited in Littele, 1998, p. 18 & 172 respec-
tively) illustrate the significcance of this transformation:

I know that millions of his fans are convinced that Bruce was born with a
special body; they have watched him exercise his extraordinary strength,
seen his agility, studied him as he fliexed his small but marvellously mus-
cled frame. Many of them simply do not believe it when I explain that
Bruce built  up his outstanding physique through sheer  application and
willpower; through intense training. (Lee Cadwell)

No other human being had ever trained the way that Bruce trained - fanat-
ically. He lived and breathed it from the time he got up at six o' clock in the
morning until  he  went  to  bed at  night.  He was either  working out  or
thinking  about  it.  His  mind  was  always  active,  never  resting.  He  was
thinking about what he could do to improve himself or what new inven-
tions were possible. (Norris)

As  the  quotes  illustrate,  Lee's  "fanatically"  dedicated  actions  em-
bedded such high levels of condition, skill and understanding in his per-
forming body that he appeared to have near supra-natural abilities (rela-
tive the socio-temporal context he inhabited). As Theomas (1996, p. 286) re-
fliects on Lee's awe-arousing charismatic allure: 

Bruce Lee was unique as a screen ficghter because he was real�to see Bruce
Lee on ficlm is to see a human body brought to a level of supreme ability
through a combination of almost supernatural talent and a lifetime of hard
work�Like seeing a brilliant goal by Pelé or hearing a blistering guitar
solo by Jimi Hendrix, the human imagination doesn't need to be "captured"
when what it witnesses is real.
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Furthermore, Lee made his body a unique bio-physical location for a
combination of martial arts spanning both Eastern and Western martial
cultures. Theese included an eclectic blend of techniques from the arts of
Wing  Chun  Kung  Fu,  Tai  Chi,  Judo,  Western  fencing,  boxing  and
wrestling  techniques.  Such  trans-art  and  trans-cultural  blending  and
eclecticism was virtually unheard of at this time (with the possible excep-
tion of Ed Parker's American Kenpo Karate) when many traditional arts
typically dictated a strict allegiance to learning a discrete and complete
system in virtual isolation from other systems. Lee's body had quite liter-
ally  become "a location"  for  the  transcultural  amalgamation of  martial
practices which, through his performances, presented a radical challenge
to the authority of many traditional martial cultures. Taken together, Lee's
martial art, his body and his philosophy for life which accompanied it, be-
came a zone of emergence, aff ectively alluring, contagious, interpellating
and when taken in the broader context, it is possible to begin to consider
these as elements of Bruce Lee's charismatic affeectif. Moreover, the perfor-
mative aspect of Weber's theory of charisma, alongside notions of aff ectif
are  more  evidently  brought  into  focus  by Shilling's  notion of  body as
means which are addressed next.

LEE'S PERFORMING BODY AS A MEANS FOR 
CHARISMATICALLY AFFECTIVE PERFORMANCES AND 
RECOGNITION

Lee's  martial  arts  performances  in  teaching,  demonstrations  and
ficlms are how most people "know" Lee and indeed how they are aff ected in
inspirational  ways  by  him.  In  Seyfert's  (2012)  terms,  Lee's  charismatic
aff ectif has to be seen as a heterogeneous range of contributing elements
that  come together  and out  of  which intra  and infra  corporeal  aff ects
emerge through others and also back onto himself. Thee period of activity
between 1970 and 1973 for Lee was intense as he tapped into the Zeitgeist
of the period becoming an agent of change in both Western and Asian
cultures. He simultaneously embodied and promoted American individu-
alism, martial pragmatism, secular spirituality combined with East Asian
philosophy, ethnic pluralism and subaltern resistance. Each of these ele-
ments contributed to Lee's embodied charismatic allure as he created a
space at the vanguard of changing cultures. However, there is one ele-
ment which is, following Weber, a necessary recurring and central aspect
to the emergence of Lee's charisma – his  moving performing body. Lee's
performances, for his time, had a superlative and radical quality in move-
ment  and  these  movements  literally  moved other  people,  encouraging
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them to feel like they wanted move and to change their own bodies and
life trajectories1. In a dual sense then this echoes Massumi's (2002, p. 1)
core idea of "Body-(movement/sensation)  = change."  Dual  because,  Lee
himself  appeared  highly  intuitive  to  learning  from his  body  and  con-
structed Jeet Kune Do largely around this principle, and also because he
inspired  his  followers  to  do  the  same through being  energised  by  his
movements, so in essence to follow his  way as a means to ficnding their
own  way.  Thee  underlying  importance  of  the  body  in  movement  as  a
means for this charismatic aff ect is clarificed by Therifte (2000, p. >5) who
contends that body practices: 

allow the present to be intensificed since they produce both an intensificed
sense of body movement and, at the same time, focus and enhance that
movement. Theey are tempos of involvement without any necessary inten-
tion or initiative. Theey ('fliow' time through the minute particulars of body
movements that both have eff ects and yield experiences. Theey are 'per-
formed dreams' (Schechner, 1995), 'virtual actualizations' of time which al-
low consciousness to become acute without necessarily being directed by
drawing on the non-cognitive.

Lee used his moving performing body as a means through which his
charismatic aff ect emerges and in his ficlms in particular he "performed
dreams,"  cinematic  and  actual  performances  that  overcame  physical,
ethnic and traditional boundaries that encouraged his followers to also
dream of overcoming. Theis is consistent with, but an extension of, Gar-
dener and Avolio's (1987, p. >3) exploration of a dramaturgical view of
charisma and in particular, the idea of impression management and staging
in order to build a charismatic relationship:

Charismatic leaders appear to be very aware of the importance of nonver-
bal behaviors to their image. Theus, they use their superior acting abilities
to orchestrate nonverbal  and expressive behaviors  that followers see as
highly fliuid, outwardly directed, and animated (Bass, 1985, 1988; Weierter,
1997). Whereas many such behaviors involve spontaneous displays of gen-
uine emotion, others are scripted in advance or through improvisation to
maximize  their  impact.  Theeir  inspirational  eff ects  are  readily  apparent
from audience reactions. For instance, people describe the voices of charis-
matics as captivating and their eyes as magnetic and hypnotic (Bryman,
1992; Willner, 198>). Charismatics also project a powerful, conficdent, and
dynamic  presence  through  their  body  posture,  speaking  rate,  gestures,
smiles, eye contact, and touch.

1 Theere is a powerful and literal illustration of this in a Webb's (2009) documentary which depicts 
scenes following the cinematic release of Enter the Dragon of Western audiences (mainly young 
men) coming out of cinema's and spontaneously launching into simulated Kung Fu ficghts.
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In  martial  art  cultures  there  is  an  expectation that  exhibitions  of
technical skill mastery be very accomplished. If the martial artist is or was
also an accomplished ficghter this also seems to further add to the physical
aura created, but the two qualities should not be confliated. While combat
sports and self defence systems focus on the outcome of technique (driven
by the win/loose binary that deficnes modern sport (Storm, 2010)) and real
life confrontations,  the practical  demonstration of technique itself  con-
tinues to hold sovereign importance in many traditional martial art cul-
tures. Theis forum of the exhibition hands a degree of control to the charis-
matic leader, which Gardener and Avolio, (1987) refer to as  staging. Thee
martial artist has a mandate to impress (and to an extent, entertain) the
audience who is, in Weber's terms demanding it through the need for bio-
agentic "proof". Moreover, performances are demanded by would be fol-
lowers  evinced through subcultural  narratives  such as:  "does  this  tech-
nique/art actually work? Are you any good? If you cannot do it  - how will
you show me how to do it?" And the important cultivation/salvation narra-
tive of, "what kind of a person can I become if I follow you and your art?"
Such narratives connect with House and Baetz's (1979, cited in Gardener
& Avolio, 1987, p. 29) idea of the charismatic relationship, through which
charismatic leaders "by the force of their personal abilities are capable of
having profound and extraordinary eff ects [and aff ects] on followers." It
should  be  noted  that  Lee  was  an  experienced  actor  in  his  childhood
having appeared in around twenty ficlms by the age of 18 and was com-
fortable with such performances both on and off  screen. Lee emphatically
used his  body as a  means to stage charismatic action in a  way which
echoes Gardener and Avolio (1987, p. >1):

Regardless of their origin, esteem and power are critical for charismatic
leaders, who must appear to possess some special expertise or skill, as well
as a capacity to use it to achieve infliuence, in order to convince followers
that they can atteain their loftey goals and thereby secure their trust and
commitment.

Lee used his moving body's physical and martial prowess deliber-
ately as means to create a zone of emergence, to produce interpellation
and aff ective contagion. A number of these demonstrations were recorded
on ficlm which has served to "sacralise" further, the significcance of these
actions for future generations as well. Perhaps Bruce Lee's most decisive
watershed public demonstration as a martial artist was at the 196> (and
again in 1967) Long Beach International Karate Championships hosted by
the  late  Ed  Parker.  Parker,  himself  a  celebrated  innovative  creator  of
American Kenpo Karate, invited Lee because he had already "recognised
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something  in  Lee."  Parker's  invite  allowed  (read  "demanded")  Lee  to
demonstrate (read "prove") his skills  publicly.  Theis he did emphatically,
stunning the crowd with hitherto unseen Chinese Kung Fu techniques, lo-
calised power such as the "one inch punch" and demonstrations of Wing
Chun's Chi Sau sensitivity drills. Linda Lee-Cadwell (1989, p. 70) describes
the event that unfolded:

Bruce's  demonstration was  viewed by  a  large  audience  which  included
many  leading  black  belts  and  instructors.  Most  people  in  atteendance
agreed that Bruce not only had something diff erent to off er, but possessed
a unique personality in his own right. As one observer commented, 'He
had something the others didn't have - you could see it in the way he ex-
plained his art, in the way he talked'. He was utteerly dynamic that night
and one couldn't help being drawn to him, even those who knew very littele
about  the  arts  found  themselves  listening  to  him  intently.  Luckily,  Ed
Parker ficlmed Bruce's demonstration, which was to prove a big break.

Indeed, the ficlm footage becomes a key part of how Lee's embodied
charismatic  aff ect  becomes  an  affeectif  stretching  out  across  space  and
time. It remains available on sites like You Tube1 along with the myriad of
Lee's  other  ficlmed  training  and  demonstrations  (usually  repeated).  Al-
though low deficnition and largely un-produced, these have become cele-
brated "sacralised" evidence of "real" martial arts for Bruce Lee's followers.
It is not difficcult to see why his on-screen and public charismatic aff ect in-
terpellated legions of Westerners into being Kung Fu ficlm followers and
practitioners (and continues to) if  we account for the limited exposure
Westerners had to such martial culture had hitherto had at this time - it
was awe inspiring. Contra to Sennette's (1977, p. 276) view that in political
and celebrity ficelds "secular charisma," in its televised, mediated and syn-
optic  form,  defliected  "the  masses  of  people  from  investigating  much
feeling in the social  issues  at  all,"  we might  also  view these  media as
having the potential for mediating social synaesthesia. A synaesthesia of
the charismatically aff ective allure emerging from the movements of an
awe-arousing body which gave rise  to  "Dionysian experience that  can
create a condition of crisis all of its own." In Lee's case, it demonstrably
aff ected people, even at a distance, into acknowledging there was problem
(crisis)  and a  solution in  the  martial  arts  (that  traditional  martial  arts
didn't always work, and his solution: that to work they must be eclectic,
practical and constantly revised by individuals according their own bodily
and situational needs). Theis was something which challenged the tradi-

1 For example 'Top 10 Bruce Lee Moments' has over 93 million views at the time of writing.
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tional martial arts establishment, but also connected with the Zeitgeist of
an emerging global martial culture as well as counterculture at this time. 

Moreover, Lee used his own moving body as the vehicle for demon-
strating that his own martial art was the proof of this solution. Theerefore,
Lee's use of his body as a means inspires by example, an aff ective bio-
agency,  which unlike many martial  arts  action ficlm actors,  was under-
pinned by his  "real"  (physically "real"  athletic cinematic and otherwise
recorded performances) embodied martial charisma which he consistently
demonstrated (body as means) with students during training, challenge
matches, public demonstrations and interviews. Theis is well illustrated by
actor, Jeet Kune Do student and long-term friend James Coburn (cited in
Littele, 1998, p. 150):

Bruce brought over this big, heavy tackle bag�football players use them a
lot. We hung it up with a big L-iron out there and used it for practicing our
side kicks�Anyway he was saying, "Okay now, this is the way to do it,"
and he kicked this bag, which must have weighed between 100 and 150
pounds. Well he actually kicked a hole in the middle of it! He broke the
chain that was supporting it, and it went fliying out into the lawn. I re-
member that it was ficlled with rags and there were rags everywhere�It
was really an astounding thing to see.

Another former student and Jeet  Kune Do teacher,  Tacky Kimura
(Seven, 1998) reported:

Thee real Lee, Kimura says, was greater than the myth. He could stand ficve
feet from you, warn you it was coming and then touch your face before
you could do more than fliinch. He didn't need camera tricks. His martial
art was grounded in a resilient philosophy. Theat's why he hasn't been re-
placed.

A third, powerful illustration of Lee's use of his body produce charis-
matic aff ect is provided by Tom Tannebaum, who describes his ficrst en-
counter with Lee. Tannenbaum who had already trained in Karate and
was then the head of Paramount TV and in charge of developing the TV
series  Longstreet (in which Bruce was suggested might play a role), en-
tered Lee's martial arts studio with a view to ficnding out about whether
Bruce Lee was the "genuine article" for potential casting and also, was de-
ciding at a personal level whether to begin training as a student of Lee:

He came over to me and said, "I'm going to hold this catcher's mitte and you
hit it." Now, I weighed about 200lbs and Bruce at that time weighed about
132. I hit it, and I hit it hard. Bruce said, "Now you hold it," Without even
pulling his striking hand back, and using just the torque of his body, he lit -
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erally knocked me across the room. In fact, I hit the wall so hard that a pic-
ture fell down. It was embarrassing because all the students in the class
looked at me. Still, I was fascinated because I had never met a man who
weighed almost seventy pounds less than me who could knock me across
the room. Bruce said, "Theat's the power. Now I'll show you the speed." He
put a nickel in my palm and said, "close your ficngers before I grab it out of
your hand." He moved like lightening and I quickly clenched my ficngers.
When I opened my hand, the nickel was gone and in its place was a dime.
Theat's all I had to see. I said, "Theat's ficne, I'm yours." So I started taking
lessons from Bruce. (Tom Tannenbaum, cited in Theomas, 1996, p. 129).

Tannenbaum's  testimony  illustrates  Bruce  Lee's  embodied  charis-
matic  aff ect  and aff ectif  because without  the mediated  aff ect,  Lee  was
causing in martial culture, Tannenbaum would not have atteended the ses-
sion in the ficrst place. Once there, it shows how embodied charismatic
aff ect through the performing martial body was required by potential fol-
lowers for them to believe in their leader ("Theat's ficne, I'm yours"). It also
shows how Lee was, in an embodied sense able, willing and prepared to
provide these performances to audiences and thus used his martial perfor-
mances as a  means to display charismatic authority as a master martial
artist.

What separates Lee's embodied charismatic aff ect from other martial
artists was that his performances were not just eff ective/aff ective but also
carried a message that was poignant for the time. Outside of practicing
martial arts communities, Lee is mostly, celebrated for his four martial
arts ficlms and the philosophies of life they contained. As previously men-
tioned, he was an experienced childhood actor and he made great "use of
articulation and impression management practices to inspire followers in
pursuit of the vision" (Gardener & Avolio, 1987, p. 29). In an interview on
the Pierre Berton show (1971) he famously drew on these skills to deliver
his vision for martial arts and for how to approach living life by repeating
the character lines he co-wrote with Stirling Silliphant, the executive pro-
ducer of the TV show Longstreet: 

Don't get set into one form, adapt it and build your own, and let it grow, be
like water. Empty your mind, be formless, shapeless — like water. Now you
put water in a cup, it becomes the cup; You put water into a bottele it be-
comes the bottele; You put it in a teapot it becomes the teapot. Now water
can fliow or it can crash. Become like water my friend.

Theese lines, in tandem with, his performance of them on screen, both
in the series and a subsequent interview were evidently adapted from ele-
ments of Lao Tze's Taoist Tao Te Ching ([1891] 2006, p. >9) which makes
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consistent use of the metaphor of water and in particular verse 78 which
states:

Theere is nothing in the world more softe and weak than water, and yet for
atteacking things that are ficrm and strong there is nothing that can take
precedence of it;— for there is nothing (so eff ectual) for which it can be
changed.

Theis and many other maxims Lee developed, have significcantly con-
tributed to Lee being "canonised" by his many followers as not only a
great actor and martial artist but also being described as a philosopher,
spiritual guru and even a minor prophet for marginalised peoples in sec-
ular times1.

Lee's embodied charismatic aff ect(if) here aligns with Smith (2000, p.
105) who contends that it is important to retain the idea that, "charisma is
linked to the quest for salvation and issues of purity, sacrality, profanity
and pollution," and that "the nascent cultural dimensions of Weber's orig-
inal argument are maintained and given content." Theere are evident paral-
lels here with narratives of other charismatic leaders identificed in Smith's
(2000)  analysis.  including  Winston  Churchill  and  Martin  Luther  King,
who were also not initially seen as special or charismatic ficgures in their
social ficelds - but became so viewed due to the way in which they charis-
matically aff ected the situations in which they found themselves, tapped
into the Zeitgeist of the moment and provided seemingly empowering so-
lutions for the populations who were contextually pre-disposed to listen
to them. Moreover, Smith (2000, p. 109) argues "there are many local ways
of pursuing the universal quest for salvation�.it is likely that they will
draw up local religious traditions in other cultural setteings". However, as
Smith (2000, p. 110) also afficrms "fundamental to this process are the neg-
ative symbolisms against which heroes and salvation narratives are con-
structed."

Lee's message off ers an example of both these elements of charisma.
Lee's  negative symbolism was what he proposed a salvation from; the
chains of traditionalism; docility of self in modern life; racism, ethnicism
and creative stagnation. Importantly, while these were ofteen directed at
the martial arts specificcally, he also did this in a way that commented on
life in general – something that cemented his wider appeal. In response,
Lee's salvation narrative was cultivational, containing individualistic, ma-
terial (as opposed to transcendental) elements of secular spirituality with
East Asian philosophy, each of these elements were remarkably in tune
with cultural  shiftes and blending beginning to  emerge in Western and

1 Theese various views are expressed in the 2009 documentary “How Bruce Lee Changed the World.”
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Eastern  cultures  during  the  late  1960s  and  early  1970s.  As  such  Lee's
charismatic  aff ect  became an  aff ectif  -  aff ectively  distributed-  in  ways
which contributed significcantly to what Campbell  (2007) describes as a
process of cultural Easternization of the West taking place at the time. 

By way of illustration, Lee's negative and positive symbolisms are
present in many lines Lee inserted into his ficlms and books. For example,
in Enter the Dragon (1973) when teaching a young student, Lee comments
on his martial movements:

What  was  that?  An  Exhibition?  We  need  emotional  content.  Now  try
again!

Don't think, feeeeel�it is like a ficnger pointing away to the moon. Don't
concentrate on the ficnger or you will miss all that heavenly glory!1

Art is the way to the absolute and to the essence of human life. Thee aim of
art is not the one-sided promotion of spirit, soul and senses, but the open-
ing of all human capacities — thought, feeling, will — to the life rhythm of
the world of nature. So will the voiceless voice be heard and the self be
brought into harmony with it. (Lee 1975, p. 10)2

However, perhaps the celebrated "Colosseum scene" in  Way of the
Dragon (1972) is the superlative illustration of the combination of Lee's
embodied  charismatic  aff ect,  dramaturgical  skills  and philosophy com-
bined  in  a  cinematographic  moment.  Theis  was  the  ficrst  ficlm  that  Lee
wrote, directed, produced and acted and as such the messages it contains
are Lee's own. As ficlm critic Breihan (2015) puts it:

Half an hour of the movie goes by before the ficrst ficght, and Lee pulls it off 
anyway, thanks to his burning charisma and his willingness to be ridicu-
lous�But the real joy of the movie is when he does start to ficght, and when
it slowly dawns on everyone that he's an absolute alien ficghting genius.

Thee plot which results in Lee's character being the salvation for a
small Chinese restaurant under pressure from protectionist blackmail of a

1 Here, Lee makes reference to the Mahayana Lankavatara Sutra (Translated by D.T. Suzuki (2009)) 
which states "As the ignorant grasp the ficnger-tip and not the moon, so those who cling to the 
letteer, know not my truth" (p. 193). Theis idea has been taken up by many Zen scholars as a parable 
emphasising the limitations of language and patteerns of thinking to describe and thereby replace 
the spontaneity of immediate experience. Which evidently was Lee's lesson to his student on this 
day and a common message he imported into his teaching of the martial arts. It further highlights 
how his eclecticism was not limited to martial arts technique, but also philosophy too.

2 Thee notion of voiceless voice is also a deliberate connection with both Taoist and Zen logics where 
essences are sought lie within paradoxes and are intellectuality impossible to capture - such as the 
Tao De Ching's verse >1 "Loud is its sound, but never word it said." Lee uses this logic significcantly 
in his work, for example describing his style as the "style of no style" which is also present in the 
Tao De Ching as the idea of the "Form of the Formless" (verse 1>).
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local mafica gang, comes face to face in a show down against a hitman
martial artist (played by Chuck Norris) who the gang have bought in to
silence Lee. Theey meet in the Italian Roman colosseum setteing which is
not just superficcially iconic, but chosen to symbolise the place where the
oppressed fought for their freedom from their oppressors. However, the
freedom being fought for goes beyond the plot of the ficlm, as with all of
Lee's ficlms, there is a story of salvation, cultivation and a transformative
martial arts.

As the ficghters warm up Lee strips to the waist (before Lee's ficlms
this practice was unheard of in Asian martial arts cinema) revealing a re-
markably  developed  ficghting  torso,  that  literally  embodies  Lee's  own
maxim "absorb what is useful, discard what is not, add what is uniquely
your own." Lee's adversary follows suit to reveal a fict but less strategically
reficned torso. Thee ficghters begin, Lee's adversary is bigger, and both ini-
tially use traditional Karate and Kung Fu styles respectively. Thee adver-
sary, as the larger man, quickly overpowers and drops Lee with a fliurry of
atteacking karate punches and kicks whose traditional Kung Fu style is not
proving eff ective against a bigger opponent with a powerful technique.
Thee camera zooms in to show Lee dragging himself off  the flioor refliecting
on what's to be done. Lee restarts and moves into Jeet Kune Do mode,
shifteing guards to a looser kickboxing stance with a dropped long range
guard, dancing lightly around his opponent, he lunges with footwork bor-
rowed  from  fencing,  performs  low  kicks  from  Wing  Chun,  jabs  and
crosses from boxing, and combines these with Taekwondo and Shaolin
style turning kicks, boxing parries and even Wing Chun low leg blocks. 

At  this  point,  the  action  goes  into  slow motion  emphasising  the
unique transcultural combination of techniques, their execution, and Lee's
physical conditioning in action. Lee's adversary is caught repeatedly with
Lee's  unpredictable  atteacks  and visibly  slows down until  he  himself  is
dropped.  However,  he  is  resilient,  gets  up and keeps  coming forwards
atteacking and defending with the only style he knows, even though these
tools and tactics are no longer working, portraying him as trapped by his
own embodied martial tradition. Uniquely, the camera angle shiftes to por-
tray the adversary's blurred and wobbly perception as he stares bewil-
dered at Lee, unable to innovate. Thee camera pans to a nearby kitteen who
is playing with a piece of paper like a cat with an injured mouse symbol-
ising  Lee's  dominant  ongoing  strategy.  Eventually,  afteer  declining  the
chance to submit  the adversary is  beaten and dies.  Lee lays the fallen
man's gi over his head and torso in an act of ficnal respect and departs the
scene to ficght the rest of the gang. Thee scene carries the negative sym-
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bolism of being ficxed in routine and tradition and, being oppressed and ul-
timately defeated by it; the adversary that cannot adapt. 

By contrast,  the salvational discourse is portrayed as Lee uses his
body as a location and a means to show the martial art of Jeet Kune Do's
"style of no style" as a solution to the problem of tradition in the martial
arts through the cinematic genre (and in order to do this he had to rein-
vent the action movie genre too). Lee's art was presented as a concept of-
fering the ability to adapt to the circumstances and not be bound by mar-
tial tradition. Thee symbolism is of course not limited to the martial arts
but life in general. Thee scene and his performance in it, is a key legacy in
the emergence of Lee's broader embodied charismatic affeectif. 

POSTHUMOUS CHARISMATIC AFFECTIF: EMBODIED 
CHARISMATIC AFFECT IS NOT READILY TRANSFERRABLE
AND DIES WITH BODY OF ITS BEARER - OR DOES IT? 

Thee key to immortality is
ficrst living a life worth

remembering © Bruce Lee

Thee period for which Lee has become widely known for both his
martial arts and his ficlms was remarkably short and intense, spanning less
than ten years (196>-1973). During this time however, Lee had conceptu-
alised a new martial art, built a martial arts school with loyal followers,
published a book on the subject (and partially wrote another), acted in
and directed four ficlms (and was working on a ficfteh), acted in a TV show
of 26 episodes and made a number of other TV appearances. Moreover,
this occurred in an international context with him increasingly moving
backwards and forwards between the USA and Hong Kong. Lee's sudden
death on July 20th, 1973, aged thirty-two caused a void that was not ficlled
and  is  a  particularly  poignant  illustration  of  Weber's  point  that  (em-
bodied)  charisma is not readily transferrable and dies with body of its
bearer. Parkin (1982, p. 86) captures Weber's point in the following:

Because charisma is a gifte that inheres in the extraordinary, once-in-a-life-
time individual, it cannot be preserved and passed on. Afteer the death of a
charismatic ficgure there is a crisis of succession that can never be properly
resolved. With the appointment of a successor things are never quite the
same. Charisma is thus a fliame that burns with a bright intensity for a
short while and is then suddenly extinguished. In the afteermath of charis-
matic rule, authority reverts to a more traditional mould or starts to take
on bureaucratic features.
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As Brown and Jennings  (2011)  point  out,  many established  tradi-
tional martial practices are examples of living, performing art forms delib-
eratively passed down through the bodies of generations of practitioners
with the most prominent example being the longstanding lineage of the
Kung Fu monks of the Shaolin Temple. In these cultures, succession is a
continuous concern, it is acutely understood that when a master martial
artist dies, so does the precise "psycho-sensorium" of the art unless it has
been appropriately "passed on" from the body of the master to the body of
the chosen successor. 

Bruce Lee had only conferred teacher status on three of his students,
Taky Kimura, James Yimm Lee and Dan Inosanto. Each of these men had
trained extensively with Bruce since he began his teaching in America
from around 196> and each of these men Bruce considered had grasped
the essence of the practical and philosophical principles of Jun Fan Gung
Fu / Jeet Kune Do. Since that point, Dan Inosanto has certificed only rela-
tively few instructors in Jeet Kune Do. In this way, a body-experience lin-
eage (Brown & Jennings, 2011) was created and along with it, an almost
inevitable  and slightly ironic  process of simultaneous traditionalisation
and bureaucratisation of Lee's art and his posthumous charismatic leader-
ship. Even though none of these men were ever elected as successors, they
nevertheless highlight a very significcant part of Lee's charismatic aff ectif.
Theeir  bodies  become living testimonies  of  a  close  physical  connection
with  Bruce  Lee  (body-as-source),  the  skills  and dispositions  embedded
within their bodies are seen as legitimate (body-as-location) and they use
their bodies as a conduit to pass on the art and some of Lee's inspiration
to others (body-as-means). It is generally agreed that these followers and
teachers have continued to pass on Jeet Kune Do in the spirit in which
Lee had taught them, as illustrated by Kimura (in Littele, 1998, p. 17):

Even now my blood becomes feverish when I refliect upon those bygone
days when Bruce and I were together�When Bruce was alive, he always
pushed me in a direction that I believe he would wish all of us to follow:
To fulficl to the utmost your physical capabilities which enable you to iden-
tify who you really are with humility and pride. Once this is accomplished,
the door will open and you will enter the kingdom of philosophical spiritu-
ality.

Lee's embodied charismatic aff ectif continues to produce aff ects in
others and via the bodies of others and artefacts that amplify and sustain
Lee's embodied charisma. What is taking place here is a form of  social
synaesthesia as described by Freund (2009), grasped from close social and
physical interaction with Lee's moving body and which served to "color,
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sharpen, change the tone and texture of experience" of this interpretation
of martial arts, thus altering these practitioner's "psycho-sensorium - the
embodied  subjectivity  through  which  we  exist  in  the  world."  (Freund,
2009, p. 3) Theis connects with Mellor and Shilling's (1997) notion of "a 're-
covered  sensuousness'  which refliects  a  developing  consecration  of  the
profane world" (1997, p. 161-2), and results in the reformulation of what
they term sensual solidarities around the sensorial legacy emerging from
aff ective  intersubjective  inter-corporeal  interaction between Lee's  body
and the bodies of his students and their students. As Mellor and Shilling
(1997, p. 17>) refliect, "it is more usual for sensual solidarities to emerge
from the immanence of the flieshy body with situations of co-presence and
interdependence."

However,  close charismatic  relationships  are  only  part  Lee's  em-
bodied charismatic aff ect(if). Drawing on Shamir's (1995) notion, of  dis-
tant charismatic leadership,  along with Junker's  (201>)  idea of  follower
agency, it is possible to gain some insight into how Lee's embodied charis-
matic  aff ect  stretched beyond the conficnes  of  localised back and front
stage performances (Joosse, 2012) and emerged as an affeectif that reached
a mediatised global audience, something he never lived to see to fruition.
Thee mysterious death of Bruce Lee in 1973, a few weeks afteer the Hong
Kong release of Enter the Dragon, which quickly atteracted critical acclaim,
created a cultural event that rippled across the world in martial art cul-
tures and beyond. Theere was a sudden surge of interest in Lee's martial art
and many other martial arts besides. Thee absence of certificed Jeet Kune
Do  teachers  led  to  many  others  beginning  to  teach  Lee's  art  ofteen
claiming some embodied connection (having trained with Lee or one of
his students, or indeed one of their students). Evidently, not all of these
were deemed to be particularly, or even remotely close to Lee or his stu-
dents in terms of lineage, ability or philosophy. Thee body of these teachers
was deemed by his closest followers to be neither a source nor location
through which Lee's charisma and teachings were sufficciently present. 

Lee's mediatised life and death coincided with the rise of the viewer
society or  synopticon (Mathieson, 1977) where the many watch the few,
and this context also contributed to Bruce Lee's aff ectif. Lee's embodied
charismatic performances became increasingly mediated and remained a
culturally anarchic aff ective force, reaching out across social space and
time to atteract followers, some of whom were not even born when Lee
died. Theese posthumous followers were aff ected, inspired and empowered
to act by the charisma conveyed through their mediated consumption of
Lee's ficlms, books, folklore and other edited footage of his performances.
Wanting to  be like Lee, but in their own way, under the infliuence of his
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ideas and practices, these distant followers engaged in mimesis and rein-
vention (Elliot,  2013)  that  was to  sweep away many of  the  traditional
meanings and practices in the martial arts as well as inspire a range of
creative practices in the form of fictness training, nutritional, experimental
ficlm making techniques, and feelings of ethnic pride and empowerment.

However, relatively recently there has been something of a revival of
an atteempt to coordinate and guide the teaching of Lee's own martial art
and re-direct the charismatic aff ectif that continues to drive demand for it
in ways which are again suggestive of Elliot's (2013) notion of reinvention,
with the underpinning principle of a sensual solidarity around the more
specificc  psycho-sensorium  advocated  by  Lee.  Once  again,  the  body  is
being used as a source, location and means to form a lineage of bodily and
interpersonal sensorial contact with Lee himself. Theis situation is a prima
facie case of Sennette's (1977, p. 27>) commentary on the posthumous pro-
cesses of a charismatic leader: 

When a charismatic leader is destroyed, Weber argues, the phenomenon of
charisma itself does not disappear. It becomes “routinized,” by which he
means that the officce or position the charismatic leader held acquires an
echo of excitement which once atteached to his person. It is only at this
point of transfer from the fallen man [sic] to the officce that the charisma
could be thought of as a stabilizing force; the officce arouses some feeling
because people have the memory of the great man [sic] who once ficlled it,
and  so  the  officce  acquires  a  certain  legitimacy.  But  this  “afteerlife”  of
charisma is only a faint echo of the passion which surrounded the leader,
and at the time when the leader is alive, the force of charisma is disruptive
and anarchic.

Thee Bruce Lee Foundation, was established in 2002 as a registered
charity (California 501(c)(3) public benefict corporation), that "seeks to pre-
serve, perpetuate, and disseminate Bruce Lee's life example, philosophies,
and art  of  Jun Fan Jeet  Kune Do®" (www.bruceleefoundation.com).  In
coming into existence, this Foundation illustrates how the relationship be-
tween the charismatic body of Lee and the bodies of his closest followers
came to be used as a means to continue his martial arts legacy. Following
Joose's (2017) revitalisation of Weber's ideas, it is possible to see this de-
velopment as one of the formal instantiation of  charismatic aristocracy,
which is is the explicit promotion of an inner circle or group of "—exem-
plary charismatic followers—followers who are exquisitely qualificed to per-
form roles as valiantly subservient partners in the charismatic interac-
tion" (Joose, 2017, p. 338). Thee BLF's board is an assemblage of lineage
through experientially based training (including the three designated in-
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structors) and is run by Linda Cadwell, Lee's widow and Lee's daughter
Shannon. Moreover, it is explicit in this regard stating: 

Thee Bruce Lee Foundation, founded in 2002, is  the only officcially sanc-
tioned charitable organization dedicated to Bruce Lee in the world and is
the only public charity that is supported by Shannon Lee and Linda Lee
Cadwell  together  with  a  number  of  Bruce  Lee's  original  students  and
friends. Thee Bruce Lee Foundation presents the whole legacy of Bruce Lee
to the world, portraying him not only as the martial artist and action star
that he was but as the philosopher, friend, teacher, humanitarian, and fam-
ily man as well.

Thee BLF is explicitly uncommitteed to naming specificc instructors of
Jun Fan Jeet Kune Do, however what is illustrative is the BLF's conception
that Lee’s body still acts as a source, location and means for charisma and
it survives through the (re)construction of body experience lineages. Thee
BLF state:

Does your instructor have a direct lineage to a ficrst generation instructor
of JKD? In other words, did he [sic] ever study for a good length of time
with one or more original students of Bruce Lee or one of the direct second
generation students? Theis is important because this is one way to be sure
that the instructor you are studying with has some basis for his knowledge
other than books and movies.

Lee's  embodied charismatic aff ect is  thus carried by a charismatic
aristocracy,  something which implicitly narrows the legitimacy of pos-
sible instructors to a relatively small number of former inner circle fol-
lowers. Thee basis for this authenticity is taken to be the quality and dura-
tion of  embodied  experience  that  person has  had,  either  directly  with
Lee's charismatic body or by proxy with a close student of Lee's from the
era. Following its interface with an emerging bureaucracy, Lee's embodied
charismatic aff ect is,  as  Wetherell  (2015)  put  it  "aff ectively distributed"
and becomes aff ectif. Thee BLF promotes the idea of Lee as emergent in the
experiential communion of bodies who co-produce the martial art, pro-
ducing a source of bio-agency transmitteed and re-invented amongst ad-
herents. 

Bruce Lee's embodied charismatic aff ect continues to proliferate and
produce aff ectif many years beyond his death in ways which move be-
yond transmission via human bodies and many of these going beyond the
BLF's intentions. Theese now include an array of artefacts and technologies
(Ash, 2015) ranging from a sacralised martial art, computer game charac-
ters,  mimes, icons and efficgies.  First,  and perhaps most poignant,  Lee's
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headstone  in  the  Seattele  cemetery  where  his  body  rests,  is  fictteingly
adorned with the words, "may your inspiration guide us toward our per-
sonal liberation." Theere is a significcant pilgrimage of fans visiting this site
to capture his charismatic aff ect, posthumously enlivened by those words.
Statues  are  also  particularly  potent  “aff ecting  objects”  (Ahmed,  2008)
through which Bruce Lee's  embodied charismatic  aff ectif  is  distributed
and sustained. For example, in 2005 a 7fte statue of Lee was unveiled in the
Avenue of Stars, Hong Kong, to celebrate the 65th birthday anniversary of
Lee with $100,000 raised by the Rubão Fan Club. Also, in 2005 in Mostar,
Bosnia and Herzegovina a statue of Bruce Lee was erected to provide a
symbol of ethnic solidarity in a divided city1. In 2013, a 7fte bronze statue
of Lee was erected in Los Angeles' China town's central plaza. Also, in
Lee's  father's  ancestral  town of Jun'an,  Foshan in Guangdong province
China, the local authority spent 158 million yuan building the "Bruce Lee
Paradise Park" with the centre piece being an 18.8 metre bronze statue of
Lee erected in memorial of the martial artist, a cultural claim to his an-
cestry and a clear bid to boost tourism through the allure of his enduring
embodied charismatic celebrity. 

Lee's distant embodied charismatic aff ect continues to draw on his
body as source, location and means, in its mediated synoptical form, cre-
ating  an  aff ectif  which  inspires  and  empowers  many  followers  across
space  and  time  aff ecting  their  own  lives  and  self-refliexive  identity
projects.

CONCLUSIONS

Smith (2000, p. 105) refliects that the "utility of a theory can be seen
in its ability to illuminate data" and Turner (2003, p. 5), despite his reser-
vations about the concept of charisma contends that "no concept that is
such a precise depiction of a continually recurring social  phenomenon
will go out of currency." Theis article has consulted a range of theory to
argue that while widely used, charisma has not yet fully beneficted from
being revisited in light of work on the body and aff ect in social theory.
Shilling's (2005) three modalities of how the body might be considered in
relation to  society:  body  as  source,  location and means  for/of  society,
were drawn on to  help focus  the analysis  on how charisma might  be
studied as an embodied phenomenon. Theese embodied dimensions were
added to Weber's sociological interpretation of charisma (that charisma
must be  performed  constantly,  recognised by others, is not readily  trans-
ferred and  dies with  the body of  its  bearer)  to  explore  the role  of  the
1 It is worth noting this was a contentious event and not everyone subscribed the underlying 

symbolism provided by a statue of Lee.
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moving body of one charismatic leader exemplificed through the case of
Bruce Lee, and how his embodied charismatic aff ect emerged as "a driving
creative force" (Giddens, 1971, p. 161) or aff ect(if) that stimulated social
change. 

Thee idea of embodied charismatic aff ect and aff ectif developed here
leads to a number of more general observations. Firstly, returning to Shils
(1965, p. 200-201), the secular and sacred aspects of charisma operate not
as a dichotomy but rather on a continuum in which the unifying aspect is
what he refers to as  awe-arousing centrality,  which is "some very central
feature of man's [sic] existence and the cosmos in which he lives. Thee cen-
trality  coupled  with  intensity,  makes  it  extraordinary."  Moreover,  what
these awe-arousing centralities are taken to be are culturally and histori-
cally particular, arbitrary and unficxed. Drawing on the work of Sennette
(1977) and Therifte (2010) it is suggested that ficgures like Bruce Lee illumi-
nate the role  that extraordinary embodied features and abilities play in
constructing an intensity that provides the charismatic celebrity person-
ality, with an allure of style which has become a powerful and ofteen mys-
terious  secularised social  force.  Second,  that  which becomes  sacralised
and charismatic or, for that matteer, de-sacralised and uncharismatic might
emerge from the bio-agency of (un)remarkable individuals colliding with
particular historical and cultural time-space circumstances. Charismatics
do not so much create a new awe-arousing centrality, rather they tend to
exemplify or even reinvent one in response to a calling from potential fol-
lowers. In this sense, charisma, like aff ect, does not "belong" to them, even
though their bodies might be said to be sources, locations and means for
the emergence of charismatic aff ect and aff ectif.  Theird, the above view
shiftes the locus of embodied charisma away from notions of the individual
possession of a unique essence of person and towards the recognition that
embodied charisma is rather an emergent form of bio-agency exercised via
the body in movement, in specificc spatial and temporal cultural contexts.
Such a  view concords  with  Varela's  (2009,  p.  321)  notion of  recovered
agency, in which he concludes:

Thee  essence  of  human  existence  is  freedom:  voluntarism  is  personal
agency�personal  agency  is  an  emergent  case  of  agent  causality  -  self-
movement in nature�the agency (potentials:  possibilities) of the person
(agent: thing: substance) is the (causal) power(s) of action.

However, while we may be free to act, bio-agency, by its very nature,
aff ects  and is  aff ected  by matteer  beyond the  individual.  Lee's  example
highlights both how the moving body is centrally implicated as a "zone of
emergence"  in  producing  embodied  charismatic  aff ect.  An  aff ect  that
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transmutes into aff ectif through its contagious, alluring, interpellating, di-
vidual and fractal energy. Theerefore, the essence of an embodied charis-
matic  is  the  extraordinary,  intense and  successful exercising  of  agency
through movement in a social ficeld in which struggles around what Bour-
dieu (1993, p. 122) refers to as the  legitimate body and legitimate uses of
the body are  emphatically presented.  Thee highly charismatic individual
successfully exercises bio-agency to aff ect her or his followers in ways
that consecrate the profane, secular and even banal practices into things
that can be inspirational sources of belief. Fourth, further examinations of
connections between embodied charisma as a successful bio-agency and
collectivist  embodied sociological  ideas including Freund's  (2000)  social
synaesthesia,  Mellor  and  Shillings  (1997)  sensual  solidarities and
Durkheim's  (1915)  collective  effeervescence  are  needed  to  implicate  and
betteer  articulate  the  role  of  the  aggregated  social  body  in  charismatic
transmission and consecration of awe-arousing centralities.

Finally, the charismatic's body also plays an important role in con-
structing and maintaining what Shamir (1995) refers to as close and dis-
tant charismatic leadership. However,  in agreement with Junker (201>),
that close and distant followership also needs exploring at the same time,
with particular atteention to whether inspiration always leads to compli-
ance  or  whether  it  can  also  inspire  individual  and  collective  agency
through forms of empowerment in ways which supersede or deviate from
the initial charismatic relationship. Theis all  relates to the emergence of
what Seyfert (2012) refers to as (charismatic) aff ectif. Of and on its own
the view presented here is that there is no so such thing as a charismatic
body and the socio-historical context in which a particular moving body
is  located is  pivotal  to  its  being considered charismatic.  For  embodied
aff ect  (which to  a  greater  or  lesser  extent  we all  possess  through our
movement) to be seen as charismatic, other elements need to be in place.
Thee various material and mediated ways in which Bruce Lee's localised
aff ect became an aff ectif across time and space does reinforce Massumi's
(2001, p. 9) point that movement, sensation and aff ect and the aff ectif that
emerge from this is an ontogenetic process:

One  of  the  things  that  the  dimension  of  emergence  is  ontogenetically
"prior to" is thus the very distinction between the individual and the col-
lective, as well as any given model of their interaction. Theat interaction is
precisely what takes form. Theat is what is socially determined and renego-
tiated by each and every cultural act.

In conclusion,  charismatics  are  neither born nor made,  but  rather
emerge as their individual bodies' move in historically and socially specificc
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contexts  of  interaction  with  other  people  and  objects.  Charismatic's
bodies  are  not  charismatic  in  and  of  themselves,  rather  their  moving
bodies are involved in an ontogenetic process that creates a zone of emer-
gence for charismatic aff ect to materialise.
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